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Abstract: This work deals with the design of an experimental potentiometric electronic tongue (ET)
for the recognition of various samples of effervescent tablets with different ascorbic acid (vitamin C)
contents. The ET consisted of twelve potentiometric sensors based on conductive polymers, which
were derived from 4-amino-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole, 3,4-diaminobenzoic acid, and neutral red on the
surface of the platinum electrode using cyclic voltammetry. The aim of the potentiometric study was
to assess the influence of the vitamin C content and the composition of the matrix of commercial
samples on the potentiometric response. The results obtained from the sensor array proved that the
stability of the potentiometric signal and the accuracy of measurements are affected by individual
sensors. The identification of the vitamin C content in the individual samples of effervescent tablets
obtained by means of the potentiometric electronic tongue corresponded with the results of the
coulometric titration.
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The sensor array (electronic tongue (ET)) allows different flavors of liquid samples to
be distinguished. The taste is determined by the presence and amount of specific substances
that can be detected most often electrochemically (potentiometrically, voltammetrically,
and amperometrically) using membrane, metal, or polymeric electrodes [1,2]. Commercial
ETs use potentiometric sensors based on lipids imitating biological membranes [3].
Taste is one of the basic characteristics that must be taken into account and characterized in the development of any drug. A large proportion of the active ingredients
exhibit an unpleasant taste, and therefore it is necessary to mask it. One way of masking
taste and inhibiting the taste receptor interaction with the active ingredient is to produce
coated tablets or to complex them [4]. Some other masking strategies are based on the
delusion of the taste sense, for example, by using sweeteners. The developed taste masking
technologies have been described in detail by Sohi et al. [5], Ayenew et al. [6], Wagh and
Ghadlinge [7], and Shishkanova et al. [8]. Ascorbic acid (AA) is one of the substances affecting the taste; it belongs to the therapeutic group of medicaments—vitamins—and can be
recognized using ET [9]. Electronic tongue can be used for reliable detection of the taste and
quality of the drug with a favorable ratio between the time-consuming requirements for the
experiments and the costs incurred. Ascorbic acid is one of the first vitamins discovered.
Its content in fruits and vegetables gradually decreases during their storage, and a more
concentrated synthetic form needs to be used to supply the necessary amount of vitamin C
to the body [10]. The properties of AA and its methods of determination are summarized
in a review from 2018 [11] which describes in particular electrochemical techniques such
as voltammetry and amperometry, as well as other ones (titration, chromatography, pho-
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tometry, fluorimetry, and others). However, these methods are relatively costly, because
they require the use of expensive equipment and reagents. Additionally, potentiometry is a
very simple and cheap method including only a few types of electrode materials, e.g., an
iodine-modified platinum electrode, graphite, and glassy-carbon electrodes coated with
Prussian blue [12], graphite-epoxy composite electrode [13], and MnO2 modified nanoparticles ISFET [14], which were studied as electrodes that gave potentiometric responses to
AA. Electrodes containing these mediators can act as redox electrodes with respect to AA.
Conductive polymers (CPs) are very sensitive sensor materials that could be used for
AA detection. For example, electropolymerized films from functionalized thiadiazole [15],
aniline [16], and indicator [17] and other derivatives [18] were used for the simultaneous
voltammetric determination of AA next to dopamine. Currently, according to the literature,
CPs based on 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, pyrrole, aniline [19], porphyrins [20], and other
non-traditional materials [21,22], may be of interest for the taste discrimination in the
pharmaceutical industry. Flavor differentiation in pharmacy is aimed at optimizing the
taste of medicaments. Development of effective methods and sensors for the determination
of vitamin C is necessary in view of the continued importance and presence of this key
analyte in food, medicaments, and biological fluids, with effects on redox processes, human
health, and food quality [11].
The mechanism of AA detection by CPs deposited on Pt substrate can be explained
based on the facts described by Maksimuk [23] and Bobacka [24] according to Figure 1b,
as will be described below. All considerations of mechanisms can be reduced to two
fundamental options of potential response. First, the potential response is driven by the
change in potential at the conductive polymer–solution interface and is conditioned by
the transfer of electrons and doping ions without changing the redox state of the polymer.
Second, the potential response is the result of a redox process that changes the redox
composition of the polymer surface due to the equilibrium between the polymer and the
solution. Electrons are exchanged between the electrode and the polymer and between the
polymer and the solution. The polymer undergoes redox reactions depending on the redox
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C; (b) laboratory ET setup (automatic sample feeder (A) connected with a pump (B) and a thermostatically controlled box
box (C), in which the cell (D) with electrodes is located) and schema of possible mechanism of electrode response [23,24].
(C), in which the cell (D) with electrodes is located) and schema of possible mechanism of electrode response [23,24].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Fluka chemicals, namely tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4NClO4) with a purity
of ≥99% and acetonitrile with a purity of ≥99.5%, from Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic),
neutral red (3-amino-7-dimethylamino-2-methylphenazine, abbreviated NR), and sulfuric
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The aim of this work was to develop sensor array based on Pt electrodes modified with 4-amino-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole [25], 3,4-diaminobenzoic acid [26], and neutral
red [27] using the method of cyclic voltammetry. The potentiometric properties of the
designed electrode array were studied and applied for testing and for relatively fast and
precise discrimination of samples of effervescent tablets containing vitamin C (Figure 1)
dissolved in different environments. The coulometric titration method was used as a
comparative method.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Fluka chemicals, namely tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4 NClO4 ) with a purity
of ≥99% and acetonitrile with a purity of ≥99.5%, from Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic), neutral red (3-amino-7-dimethylamino-2-methylphenazine, abbreviated NR), and
sulfuric acid with a purity of 96% and a density of 1830 g L−1 , 4% pure 4-amino-2,1,3benzothiadiazole (abbreviated as ABTD), and 97% pure 3,4-diaminobenzoic acid (abbreviated as DABA) were used from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The nitrogen gas (N2 )
bomb was supplied by Linde. Acids and various inorganic salts used in the potentiometric
and coulometric measurements were of analytical grade from Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic). Five commercial effervescent tablets labelled as Haas (A, B, C) and MaxiVita (D
and E) were purchased from local stores (Prague, Czech Republic). All working solutions
were prepared using redistilled water.
2.2. Preparation of Polymerized Film Electrodes for Electronic Tongue
The experiment was performed using a potentiostat/galvanostat Autolab pGST-12
(Eco Chemie, Utrecht, The Netherlands). Cyclic voltammetry took place in a voltammetric
cell with a working Pt wire electrode sealed in a glass tube, an Ag/AgCl electrode (3M KCl),
and an auxiliary large-area Pt electrode. The polymerization conditions are summarized in
the Table 1. Data acquired during the individual measurements were automatically saved
in the Nova 1.10 program.
Table 1. Conditions for the preparation of three types of polymer films on Pt wire electrodes (n = 3).
Composition of the Polymerization Bath

Polymerization Parameters

Monomer
(Electrode with
Polymer)

Concentration
of Monomer [mol L−1 ]

Supporting
Electrolyte

Potential Range
vs. Ag/AgCl [V]

Number of Cycles

Scan Rate [mV s−1 ]

ABTD
(PABTD_1, _2, _3)

0.005

3 M H2 SO4

0.00 ÷ 1.25

25

50

DABA
(PDABA_1, _2, _3)

0.005

0.5 M H2 SO4

0.00 ÷ 1.20

20

50

NR
(PNR_1, _2, _3)

0.005

acetonitrile, 0.05 M
Bu4 NClO4

−0.20 ÷ 1.80

20

50

2.3. Potentiometric Measurements with Electrode Array
An ion selective electrode (ISE) tester [28] was used for the potentiometric measurements. The tester consisted of an analog unit box, autosampler with sampling needle,
hot-air thermostat, measuring cell, peristaltic pump, and a computer with a PC 516 data
acquisition card. The electrode array was composed of twelve individual electrodes (three
bare Pt electrodes and three electrodes for each type of polymer marked as: Pt_1, Pt_2,
Pt_3, PDABA_1, PDABA_2, PDABA_3, PNR_1, PNR_2, PNR_3, PABTD_1, PABTD_2,
and PABTD_3). The response of the electrodes was measured against the 3M Ag/AgCl
electrode. The measurement of one tube took 454 s. The pH dependence was measured in
0.04 M Britton–Robinson buffer in pH range 2–11. Different pH values were obtained by
adding 0.1 M NaOH solution from a burette; a pH meter was used for control. A series of
ascorbic acid calibration solutions in pH 5 acetate buffer was prepared. The concentration
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range was 10−6 –10−1 M. The pH value of each calibration solution was adjusted to 5 by
adding a 0.1 M NaOH solution. The pH-adjusted calibration solutions were filled into
tubes, which were further analyzed potentiometrically. For the measurement, it was also
necessary to prepare solutions for washing the apparatus and the surface of the electrodes;
tubes were prepared with redistilled water and acetate buffer pH 4.0. As part of the electrode stability measurements, the potential value for each electrode in the array in the
acetate buffer with pH 4 was monitored for several days.
2.4. Analysis of Commercial Samples of Effervescent Tablets Containing Vitamin C Dissolved in
Acetate Buffer or Distilled Water
Samples of effervescent tablets containing vitamin C were prepared by dissolving
in either acetate buffer pH 5 or distilled water. The weighed tablets A, B, C, D, E were
dissolved in an appropriate amount of about 30 mL of acetate buffer pH 5.0, or distilled
water in a beaker, then the solution was quantitatively transferred to a 100 mL volumetric
flask. The volume was made up to the mark with the same buffer/water. The pH was
measured for each of the effervescent tablet solutions; the pH of the samples dissolved in
redistilled water was no longer adjusted. The properties of the effervescent tablets in the
acetate buffer solution and distilled water are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Weights and measured pH values of prepared solutions; description of the appearance of
used effervescent tablets A–E (marked S_A–S_E) dissolved in acetate buffer or distilled water (n = 3).

1

Tablets

Weight [g]

Acetate Buffer
pH

Redistill Water
pH

Appearance of the
Solution 1

S_A
S_B
S_C
S_D
S_E

4.0147 ± 0.0124
3.9736 ± 0.0112
3.9501 ± 0.0099
3.1566 ± 0.0119
3.0553 ± 0.0095

4.98
4.97
4.97
4.98
5.01

4.06
4.05
3.9
3.77
4.32

Clear yellow
Clear orange
Cloudy pink, traces of filler
Cloudy yellow
Clear yellow

Appearance of the sample solution (see Figure 1a below).

Potentiometric measurements of the selected samples of effervescent tablets dissolved
in acetate buffer with electrode array were performed in the sequence listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Sequence samples of effervescent tablets for potentiometric measurements with polymerized electrode array,
samples A–E are labelled S_A–S_E. The sequence was repeated 6 times (n = 6).
Position order

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

AcB

S_A

0

AcB

AcB

S_B

0

AcB

AcB

S_C

0

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

14

15

AcB

S_D

0

AcB

AcB

S_E

AcB

AcB

0

0

AcB

AcB

1

AcB

Position order

14

Sample

AcB

Sample

0

2

1

2

0 is distilled water, AcB is acetate buffer.

Samples of effervescent tablets dissolved in distilled water were processed in the same
way. The samples were arranged in the same sequence according to Table 3.
2.5. Data Processing
Statistical processing of the measured potentiometric data was performed in The
Unscrambler X 10.3 (CAMO AS, Oslo, Norway), a commercial software product for multivariate data analysis. All data sets were subjected to the exploratory PCA (Principal
Component Analysis), using NIPALS (Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares) algorithm
with full cross-validation procedure for computation of principal component scores and
loadings. The use of at least 3 principal components and the explanation of at least 95%
input variability were determined as basic parameters for data set processing. In this
work, the row and column in the matrix arrangement of multidimensional data refer to
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the response of individual polymerized electrode depending on the type of the sample
determined and to the type of polymer including into sensor array, respectively. Each
sample is considered as a point in the multidimensional space. Point position is determined
by coordinates that are cell values corresponding to the row of the table. Each variable
(i.e., the column in the matrix data arrangement) indicates the coordinate of the axis in the
given space.
Experimental data were also processed using partial least squares (PLS) regression
in order to develop prediction models. The evaluation of the fit of the models was done
by correlating the reference (calibration) values and the values calculated by the models
of the prediction set. The calibration and validation data were selected to ensure that
both datasets were representative of the experimental design. The accuracy of the models
was expressed as the root mean square error of calibration (RMSE) and corresponding
correlation coefficient both for calibration and prediction.
2.6. Coulometric Titration
The coulometric system Unicoulo (“Nightfly systems s.r.o.”, Prague, Czech Republic)
is designed for constant current coulometry with biamperometric indication. The measuring unit contains the appropriate interface board, a measuring board, a power supply, and
a voltage and current source necessary for coulometric measurements, as well as indicator
electrodes and a USB port to connect to computer [10]. The electrode system consists of a
generating and indicating cell. The generating cell consists of two flat platinum electrodes:
a working electrode and a counter electrode. The counter electrode is separated from the
solution by a porous glass frit. The tube is filled with 0.5 mol L−1 sodium sulphate solution.
The signal is recorded through two platinum indication electrodes, which are mounted in
the same holder. The electrode system is compatible with Metrohm equipment (Metrohm,
Herisau, Switzerland).
Determination of ascorbic acid content in commercial vitamins by coulometric titration
is based on the oxidation of ascorbic acid by iodine (see Supplementary Materials). Coulometric titration is performed at a constant 10 mA generating current. First, the electrode
system was electrochemically cleaned before the first measurement and also after each
measurement for proper function when changing the polarity of the working electrode
from positive to negative for 90 s. Then, the optimal polarization voltage at 200 mV was
selected. A blank measurement followed. The blank value provides information on the
content of impurities in chemicals. The base electrolyte (10 mL NaI, 10 mL oxalic acid, and
H2 O) was mixed and the titration curve was measured using the optimal polarization potential [10]. The effervescent tablets dissolved in distilled water were processed according
to the procedure given in Section 2.4.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Type of Polymericized Films for Electrode Array
The experimental potentiometric ET in this work was conceived as a flow system
and was composed of four types of sensors. Each type of sensor was repeatedly prepared
three times, and a total of 12 sensors were used (see Section 2.3). Polymers were deposited
on Pt electrodes: poly (4-amino-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole) abbreviated PABTD, poly (3,4diaminobenzoic acid) (PDABA), and poly (neutral red) (abbreviated PNR) and a bare Pt
electrode served as a reference sensor. The polymerization processes of the individual
monomers used in this work are described in detail in our previous studies [25–27], where
electrochemical and spectroscopic characterizations of individual polymers were utilized.
Briefly, we summarize here that the polymerization occurred (Supplementary Materials,
see Figure S1) in accordance with the cited publications, and the individual redox peaks
formed during the polymerization are indicated in the Figure S1a–c by the letters A (anodic
peaks) and C (cathodic peaks). In all three cases, colored polymerized films were formed
on the surface of the platinum wire electrodes, and were visible to the naked eye.
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These oxidized conductive polymers and their derivatives are formed by a polycationic backbone and a charge-compensating anion. From the point of view of potentiometry,
depending on the size and mobility of the incorporated ions, the conductive polymers
act as ion exchangers of anions or cations and consequently give an anionic or cationic
potentiometric response. The potentiometric response is also affected by electron transfer
at the polymer–solution interface if redox components are present in the solution [23,24,29].
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ageing affects the properties of polymer films as well as the whole recognition system. If
platinum electrodes are used, the stability of the sensors is also affected by the previous
treatment of the substrate material [22] or by measured medium [32]. Long-term stability
of individual electrodes in the sensor array was tested during one and a half months.
The signal stability of individual electrodes was monitored during the analysis of real
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to their high mobility, or protonation/ deprotonation of the polymer film with a suitable
acid [29]. It is clear from Figure 2b that all types of electrodes are sensitive to the changes in
pH over almost the entire measured range. However, the bare Pt electrode shows the lowest
slope (half value compared to the polymer electrodes), which has also been observed in
other studies [22]. The highest slopes and the best pH responses are achieved by electrodes
coated with PNR (−48.2 mV/decade) and PDABA (−41.3 mV/decade).
3.2.2. Stability of Potentiometric Signal
Stability is a key parameter in testing sensor arrays and plays an important role in the
repeated recognition of model and real samples. Our previous studies showed that ageing
affects the properties of polymer films as well as the whole recognition system. If platinum
electrodes are used, the stability of the sensors is also affected by the previous treatment of
the substrate material [22] or by measured medium [32]. Long-term stability of individual
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time,
oxidation
of AA Pt electrode
accompanied
by
surface
formation
At the
same
time, oxidation
of AA Ptiselectrode
is accompanied
by
spontaneous
adsorption
of
other
molecules,
e.g.,
CO
[33].
In
addition
to
CO,
hydrogen
spontaneous adsorption of other molecules, e.g., CO [33]. In addition to CO, hydrogen [35]
[35] and oxygen [34] can also be sorbed from the solution onto the Pt surface, then various
and oxygen [34] can also be sorbed from the solution onto the Pt surface, then various Pt
Pt oxides (PtO, PtO2) are formed [35], which influence Pt behavior. Since more products
oxides (PtO, PtO2 ) are formed [35], which influence Pt behavior. Since more products can
can be formed on the surface
of Pt during the oxidation of AA and sorbed easily and unbeon
formed
on thethe
surface
of of
Pt pure
during
oxidation
AAofand
sorbed
easily and unevenly
evenly
the surface,
behavior
Pt isthe
different
fromof
that
polymer
electrodes.
The higher standard deviations of the Pt electrode compared to the polymerized electrodes are consistent with the statement that the surface of the Pt electrodes is highly heterogeneous, even though the electrodes are cleaned under the same conditions before
measurement. This is apparent from Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials, where
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on the surface, the behavior of pure Pt is different from that of polymer electrodes. The
higher standard deviations of the Pt electrode compared to the polymerized electrodes are
consistent with the statement that the surface of the Pt electrodes is highly heterogeneous,
even though the electrodes are cleaned under the same conditions before measurement.
This is apparent from Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials, where irregularities and
also possible defects (scratches) occur on the surface of Pt. On the other hand, the overlay
surface layer of homogeneous polymer eliminates such non-uniformity and the signal of
the polymerized electrodes is then reproducible.
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tablets
werecontent
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lowest
potential
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which hastablet
the C
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4, it is obvious
that the
highest
potential
the effervescent
ET is achieved tablet
with the
with the lowest
content of AA.
Conversely,
the lowest
potential was
measured
effer-of samples
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The potential
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all types
of electrodes
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vescent
tablet>E,
which
has the
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S_B
> S_D
> S_E.
These
withofthe
coulometric
trodes
decreases
in
the
order
of
samples
S_C
>
S_A
>
S_B
>
S_D
>
S_E.
These
results
are
determination (see Table 4 and Table S2). The only exception is the polymer electrode
PNR,
completely consistent with the coulometric determination (see Table 4 and Table S2). The
which
shows the highest potential in the effervescent tablet A instead of C, however, the
only exception is the polymer electrode PNR, which shows the highest potential in the efother tablets follow the same trend S_B > S_D > S_E consistent with the other types of
fervescent tablet A instead of C, however, the other tablets follow the same trend S_B >
electrodes.
This phenomenon
may
beof
related
to the
composition
ofmay
tablets
A and C, where
S_D > S_E consistent
with the other
types
electrodes.
This
phenomenon
be related
the
response
of PNR
electrodes
influenced
by the
presence
of other
components
such
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composition
of tablets
A andisC,also
where
the response
of PNR
electrodes
is also
influas
citric
or various
sugars
and dyessuch
(Supplementary
see and
Table
S1). PDABA
enced
by acid
the presence
of other
components
as citric acid or Materials,
various sugars
dyes
and
PNR electrodes
hadsee
theTable
highest
repeatability
of potential
based on the
(Supplementary
Materials,
S1). PDABA
and PNR
electrodes measurement
had the highest repeatability
of potential
measurement
based
onvalues
the lowest
value
of standard
deviations.
lowest
value
of standard
deviations.
The
of the
standard
deviations
are presented
TheFigure
values4ofby
themeans
standard
deviations
in
of error
bars.are presented in Figure 4 by means of error bars.

Figure 4.4.The
potential
response
of theof
electrode
array (12array
electrodes)
on 5 sampleson
of 5effervescent
Figure
The
potential
response
the electrode
(12 electrodes)
samples of effervescent
tablets (labeled
S_A–S_E)
dissolved
in acetate
buffer. The
colorThe
scale
of thescale
columns
corresponds
tablets
(labeled
S_A–S_E)
dissolved
in acetate
buffer.
color
of the
columns to
corresponds to
the actual color of the measured tablets. Error bars represent sampling standard deviations for n = 3.
the actual color of the measured tablets. Error bars represent sampling standard deviations for n = 3.

3.3.2. PCA Processing of the Potentiometric Data—Recognition of Effervescent Tablets
Data obtained by potentiometric ET (Section 3.3.1), based on the sensor array consisting of 12 electrodes PABTD, PDABA, PNR, and Pt, were used for the analysis of PCA. The
results of the PCA are presented in the form of a scattering diagram of the component
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Table 4. Comparison of ascorbic acid (AA) in effervescent tablet samples (labeled S_A–S_E) specified by the manufacturer
on the packaging label and experimentally determined using coulometric titration for n = 6.
Effervescent
Tablets

Producer

Concentration of AA
in Tablet [mM]
Dissolved in 100 mL
Volume Flask

Amount of AA
Declared by
Manufacturer in
Tablet [mg]

Amount of AA
Obtained by
Coulometric Titration
in Tablet [mg] 1

Difference in
Declared
Experimental
Amount of AA [mg]

Deviation [%]

S_A
S_B
S_C
S_D
S_E

Haas
Haas
Haas
MaxiVita
MaxiVita

4.5
4.5
2.3
4.5
13.6

80
80
40
80
240

85.8 ± 0.9
87.1 ± 0.7
39.7 ± 0.8
97.2 ± 1.7
263.0 ± 1.7

5.8
7.1
0.3
17.2
23.0

7.3
8.9
0.8
21.5
9.6

√
The confidence interval was calculated using the formula u = (tn−1 · s)/ n, where tn−1 is the critical value of the Student’s distribution
for (n − 1) degrees of freedom and the significance level α = 0.05, n is the number of measured values, and s is the standard deviation.
1

3.3.2. PCA Processing of the Potentiometric Data—Recognition of Effervescent Tablets
Data obtained by potentiometric ET (Section 3.3.1), based on the sensor array consisting of 12 electrodes PABTD, PDABA, PNR, and Pt, were used for the analysis of PCA. The
results of the PCA are presented in the form of a scattering diagram of the component score
values, where average score values along the first (PC1) and the second (PC2) principal
component are represented. Figure 5a,b distinguish effervescent tablets A–E (labeled from
S_A to S_E) dissolved in acetate buffer or in distilled water according to their AA content.
Incorporation of the points within the compact clusters (delimitation of the same samples
S_A–S_E) indicates a very good repeatability of the sensor array measurements for similar
samples. From Figure 5a,b, it is evident that the variability along the first component PC1
is crucial for the recognition of individual samples, covering 99% of the described overall
variability. The distribution of clusters with respect to the horizontal axis (PC1) is therefore
significant. The higher and lower values of the measured electrode potential correspond to
the distribution of data sets along positive or negative PC values. Based on the distribution
of clusters, we can conclude that tablets with a higher content of ascorbic acid, namely tablet
E (S_E) (8.4%) and tablet D (3.8%), can be easily distinguished and separated from tablets A,
B, and C (S_A–S_C), which in turn have the lowest content of this vitamin (S_A–S_C: 2.1%,
2.2%, and 1.0%). It has to be noted that due to the very similar contents in tablets A, B, and
C, there is only a slight difference in the positions of the individual clusters along the PC1,
yet they can be well distinguished and do not overlap each other (see Figure 5a). From
this point of view, even the slight distribution of variability change along PC2 is important.
Comparing to acetate buffer solution, when using distilled water as a tablet solvent, the
differences between the positions of the individual clusters representing samples A, B,
C, and D along PC1 are minimized, which leads to the fact that their resolution is worse
than in the case of acetate buffer; however, the clusters are separated without overlapping
(see Figure 5b). Additionally, clusters of all data sets are less compact due to the higher
variability change along the PC2. This difference in resolution of samples of effervescent
tablets in water is due to the slight varieties in the pH values in addition to various content
of vitamin C. The pH value of individual samples of effervescent tablets is given in the
Table 2. Due to the better resolution of the individual effervescent tablets, the acetate buffer
appears to be a more suitable environment for the analysis of these samples by a proposed
electronic tongue.
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oped regression models, the differences between actual and calculated values of AA concentration were minimal. Both established models reached good values of the statistical
parameters. The model obtained for the data in acetate buffer accurately captures the concentration dependence, i.e., the predicted concentration value agrees with the reference
value (Figure 6). The direction of the line (Slope) in Figure 6 is 0.9993 and the value of the
11 of 14
correlation coefficient (R-Square) is 0.9996; values of calibration and prediction errors are
also corresponding.
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ofreference
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(coulometrictitration)
titration)and
andpredicted
predictedconcentration
concentration
Figure
(electrode potential) obtained by PLS method for effervescent tablets dissolved
dissolved in
in acetate
acetate buffer.
buffer.

The detailed results of the determination of vitamin C content in effervescent tablets
obtained from coulometric titration are described in Supplementary Materials (see Tables
S1 and S2, and Figure S3). The ascorbic acid content of the individual tablets declared by
the manufacturer on the packaging and the experimentally determined values obtained by
coulometric titration are summarized in Table 4. Excellent agreement between the results
obtained from experimental measurements, and data from the manufacturer, was achieved
in tablet C, with the lowest content of ascorbic acid. Tablets A, B, and E show relatively
identical results (up to 10%). Conversely, the largest difference was observed in tablet D,
where the contents differ by up to about 17 mg, representing about 22%.
To our best knowledge of the literature, there is only a few articles on the application
of ET for the potentiometric detection of AA and almost none with electropolymerized film
electrodes. The literature results of the determination of AA content in different samples
obtained from potentiometric and voltammetric ET are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Summarization of others electronic tongue sensors for AA detection.
Electronic
Tongue

Electrode

Layer/
Receptor

Statistical
Method

Analyte

Concentration
(mol L−1 )

Real
Sample

Reference

Potentiometric
ET

8: miniaturized
PVC
membrane
electrodes

an ion-exchanger

PLS

AA,
acetylsalicylic
acid, acetaminophen

10−5.5 –10−1.5

quantitative analysis
of mixtures,
no real samples

[37]

Voltammetric
ET

3: Pt, Au,
epoxygraphite

–

ANN

AA,
uric acid, acetaminophen
(paracetamol)

10− 4 –10− 3

50 standard solutions,
mixture,
no real
sample

[38]

Voltammetric
ET

4: ITO

phthalocyanine
films (LB or LS
technique)

PCA

AA,
vannilic acid,
pyrogallol,
catechin

10− 3

mixture
solutions,
no real
sample

[39]

Voltammetric
ET

7: graphite
epoxy
composite
electrodes or 8:
Pt disc

cobalt (II)
phthalocyanine,
polypyrrole,
Prussian blue,
4 different oxide
nanoparticles

PCA
CVA
ANN

AA,
paracetamol
uric acid

10− 4

mixture
solutions

[40]

Our
potentiometric
ET

12: Pt

Electropolymerized
films

PCA

AA

10− 6.1 –10− 4.3

evanescent tablets

–
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4. Conclusions
The potentiometric sensitivity of polymerized films derived from 4-amino-2,1,3benzothiadiazole, 3,4-diaminobenzoic acid, and neutral red deposited on the platinum
electrode surface to ascorbic acid was applied to assemble an experimental potentiometric
electronic tongue. The stability of the electrode response depended on the type of polymerized film and varied in the following sequence: PNR (max) > PABTD > Pt > PDABA
(min). The relationship between the potentiometric signal and the AA concentration allowed to identify effervescent tablets with different vitamin C contents. The difference
observed in ET was in good agreement with the predicted model based on the PLS method
and coulometric titration data. These results demonstrate the practicability of laboratory
electronic tongue for the rapid determination of ascorbic acid in commercial samples; its
further development and extension of applications to other commercial samples is offered.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/chemosensors9050110/s1, Figure S1: Cyclic voltammograms of polymerization of monomers;
(a) NR, (b) ABTD, and c) DABA. The individual figures include curves of supporting electrolytes
(dashed line). The detailed conditions of polymerization process are summarized in the Table 1,
Figure S2: Dependence of the indication current on the time in the blank experiment (Bl) and
in the analysis of samples of effervescent tablets A–E (marked S_A–S_E), Table S1: Composition
of effervescent tablets (labeled S_A–S_E), Table S2: Measured and calculated data of coulometric
titration of ascorbic acid (AA) in effervescent tablet samples (labeled S_A–S_E) for n = 6. The volume
of 1 mL was pipetted to the cell.
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